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and the World

Professor,Faculty of Law OHTA, AKIKO
法学部教授 太田 昭子

Course Description：

　The course aims to provide an introductory and comprehensive view of 
the history of diplomatic and cultural relations between Japan and the 
World in the latter half of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the 
twentieth century. A basic knowledge of Japanese history is desirable, but 
no previous knowledge of this particular subject will be assumed. A small 
amount of reading will be expected each week.
　Students are expected to make a short report on a research project of 
their own choosing and hand in a term paper of about 3,000 words (at 
least five pages, A4, double space) in July, and take the final examination.
Textbooks：

Printed materials will be distributed.
Reference Books：

A book list will be provided in class.
Course Plan：
1 Introduction
2 Japan and the World before the Opening of Japan
3 The Opening of Japan and the international society in the mid-

nineteenth century
4 The First Treaty with the West: Lecture
5 The Analysis of the First Treaty with the West(the US-Japan Treaty of 

Peace and Amity): Presentation and Discussion
6 Subsequent treaties with the West / Japanese visits abroad and their 

influence on Japan in the 1860s
7 The changing attitudes (domestic & diplomatic) of Japan in the 

Bakumatsu and early Meiji Era
8 The Iwakura Mission (1): Lecture
9 The Iwakura Mission (2): Presentation & Discussion
10 Japan and the World <1870s ～ 1900> (1): Lecture
11 Japan and the World <1870s ～ 1900> (2): Presentation & Discussion 
12 Japan and the World <1870s ～ 1900> (3): Presentation & Discussion
13 Round-up, including Japan and the World <1900 ～ 1930s>: Lecture, 

Presentation & Discussion
14 In-class Essay

Term-paper to be handed in by the end of this class.
Other Review and Summing up / Visit to Museums, if possible.
Method of Evaluation：

Grading Methods：
　1. End of the term examination: details to be announced during class.
　2. Term paper: details to be announced during class.
　3. Attendance & Class Participation (Attendance and participation in 
discussion are both essential.  A mini-presentation is strongly desirable 
yet not compulsory.)
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